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Video: Climate – The Cold Truth. The Massive Scam Which Promotes Global Warming /
Climate Change

By Julian Rose, April 11, 2024

We  are  rapidly  waking  up  to the massive scam that promotes global warming/climate
change as ‘doomsday scenario par excellence’. In  this  film  (see below) is a succinct and
powerfully presented series  of  exposes  by  scientists  and  climatologists coming clean
about the real truth behind the global warming invention.

WEF’s Great Reset: The Great Dispossession. The Loss of Property Rights in Financial Assets.
“Own Nothing, be Happy”

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, April 11, 2024

Klaus Schwab tells us that in the Great Reset that the World Economic Forum is preparing
for us “you will own nothing and you will be happy.” Well, we already own nothing. Our bank
deposits and stocks and bonds, in the event the depository institution gets into trouble,
belong to the depository institution’s creditors, not to us.

Erdogan’s AKP Loses Elections: “Turkey faces a terrorist threat East of the Euphrates from
the Kurds and the US.”

By Aydin Sezer and Steven Sahiounie, April 11, 2024

In  the recent  elections  in  Turkey,  clearly,  Erdoğan and the AKP failed.  This  is  readily
apparent.  Nonetheless,  the  nation’s  overall  governance  remains  unaffected  by  these  local
elections. Indeed, the Republican People’s Party chairman and election victor, Ozgur Ozel,
has declared that the party has no intention of calling early elections.
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Are There Bounds to Collective West’s Cynicism? Srebrenica and the Criminalization of the
UN Judicial System. The Genocide Convention Under the Jurisdiction of the War Criminals

By Stephen Karganovic, April 11, 2024

There is a question that needs to be put to the leadership of Ecuador. The next time there is
a coup in their country and, as deposed Latin American officials regularly do, they also take
refuge in a foreign embassy, after the appalling precedent they foolishly established the
other day how safe will they be from their pursuers?

Cannon Fodder. Heavy Losses on the Front Lines. Ukrainians Refuse to Fight. Reports of
Teenagers on the Battlefield

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, April 11, 2024

Apparently, the Kiev regime is willing to sacrifice the lives of all Ukrainian citizens in order to
continue  fighting  Russia.  In  a  recent  statement,  the  commander  of  the  Ukrainian  army
stated that all the people of the country must be prepared to go to war, making it clear that
no citizen will escape military mobilization policies.

There Is No “Natural Capital”: Transforming Nature Which Is Alive Into Her Opposite

By Prof. Claudia von Werlhof, April 11, 2024

Instead of nature today one speaks of “ecosystem services”, a kind of mechanical order
controlled by capital. The idea is to transform nature, which is alive, into her opposite, in the
sense that it is “dead matter”. In this way, modern man appears as the creator of a new,
better and superior nature in an attempt to do without with Mother Nature and the human
mother.

Launch an International Investigation of the Collapse of the Francis Scott Key Bridge

By Emanuel Pastreich, April 11, 2024

When most of the Francis Scott Key Bridge suddenly collapsed into Chesapeake Bay before
dawn on Tuesday, March 26, the nation was left with a queasy feeling in its collective
stomach. The bridge fell apart like a pile of lightly glued toothpicks would; the breakup did
not even radiate out from where the container ship Dali hit the bridge.
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